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A premo steel building is compatible 
With any conventional exterior   …

Warehousing goods and products has become a high-tech 

undertaking. Space, maintenance, durability, expandability and 

cost are major concerns when companies begin planning any 

warehouse project.

Making these concerns minor is what Premo Steel Buildings does on a daily 
basis, by providing attractive, functional, expandable warehousing facilities. 

Each Premo Steel building is individually designed and engineered to meet 

your exact requirements as well as local building codes.  Column-free interiors 

can provide uninterrupted floor space. No stacking and no driving around 

columns. All the open space you need as high as you need it.  These systems 

enable a more profitable, smoother material handling process to be 

implemented.
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Your Premo Steel building can be customized to fit 
your special requirements. Docks, large column-free 
interior spaces, mezzanines for office areas or 
additional storage, or crane systems for moving 
materials are all features that a Premo Steel building 
can easily accommodate.



…And provides energy efficiency
And lower maintenance costs.

Future maintenance and energy cost considerations are a 

major concern and they receive major attention. Performance-

proven quality materials used in manufacturing insure 

savings on future upkeep and maintenance. A Premo Steel 
building offers optimal efficiency and is termite and fire 

resistant. When it’s time to expand, Premo Steel Buildingscan 

provide the answers. Premo Steel Buildings provide the 

flexibility to add on in an easy and attractive way.   

So, when it comes to designing and building your new 

warehouse facility, or expanding your current facility, call 

Premo Steel Buildings at 1-844-443-5017. Or visit our 

website,www.premosteelbuildings.com, to learn more about 

Premo Steel Buildings.
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 combines common sensibility with uncommonly beautiful designs!
Only Premo Steel Buildings
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